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What Rights for 
Illiberal Communities? 

Michael Walzer 

What is the meaning of the "cultura l rights" demanded by so many minority 
religious and ethnic communities in the modern world? And how far can lib
eral democratic or social democratic nation-states go in accommodating com
munities of these kinds? These seem to me the crucial questions raised by re
cent arguments for "multicultural citizenship"--they point to the conflicts 
that erupt in actually existing pluralist societies and to the likely political 
flrestorms. 1 In his book On Nationality and again in Citizenship and National 
Identity, David Miller addresses some of these questions, but he focuses only 
bnefly on what seems to me the hardest of them, which has to do with cul
~ural r7pr.oduction.2 I want to take up this question in a way that roughly fol
>OWS hiS hne of argument, but with a somewhat higher level of anxiety than he 
d,splays. 

b For my purposes here, I shall take Miller's "nationality principle" to articu
hte a strong version of citizenship, holding that citizens must share a common 
[Story and political culture. How then should they deal with minority com

~Ullities whose members don't quite share, or don't acknowledge sharing, ei
~~~ of these, or who d.o?'t att~ibute importance to them? How should people 
f are, so to speak, cltlzens first, relate to people who are members first? Be
~re answering this question, however, I need to say something about the kinds 
/ cOmmunities and the kinds of membership that are at issue here. If we are 
~ argue usefully about the political culture of a pluralist democracy, we have 

pay attention to the sociology of group life. 
;;olhe strong version of citizenship that I take Miller to defend (which he distin
~ from one stronger still) would raise no problems with "cultural rights" of 
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a certain sort. It would accommodate rights to voluntary self-organization by mi
nority communities, and to the free and open use of a communal language in rit
ual or domestic settings and (perhaps) in some political settings, and to some de
gree of public recognition of the community in museums and monuments and 
even in the state calendar---so long as the priority of the culture of citizenship Was 
not thereby challenged. 

But the core meaning of cultural rights has been shaped in response to the 
problems many communities have, because they are small and relatively pow· 
erless, in reproducing themselves. Their members look for protection, maybe 
also for help, and this is the claim they make on their fellow citizens (whom 
they mayor may not acknowledge as "fellows"); that all ethnic and religious 
and, maybe, political and ideological communities have a right to reproduce 
themselves or, at least, to try to do that-which means, they have a right to 
raise and educate their own children. They may also claim a right to state as
sistance in this project, since they will often be hard-pressed to fund it on their 
own. 

"The right to try .... " If that sounds like an easy right, readily acknowl· 
edged, uncontested, it isn't. It isn't easy, above all, because in so much of the 
modem world people belong to more than one communiry, and so "cultural 
reproduction" is likely to require that their children be taught more than all!: 
culture--crucially, for out purposes, the culture of the minority community 
and of the democratic state. But the teachings may be inconsistent, even con
tradictory; and there are sure to be conflicts over which teaching takes prea
dence and over who, finally, is in control of the educational process. These 
conflicts can be wrenching for individuals, and when they are acted out polit· 
ically they can significantly divide the country (any country). Still, given cer
tain sorts of communities, the conflicts are not unmanageable. 

Imagine a case from my own country: a set of parents who are U.S. citizens, 
Catholics, and Italian Americans. At every level of the educational systef11, 
these parents will have to make difficult or potentially difficult choices bt
tween publidsecular and parochiaVreligious schools. These are parental 
choices exclusively, but they are shaped, and their financial consequences de
termined, by decisions made within the Church, by the governments of tht 
several states, and by thousands of cities and towns (schooling is the most de
centralized of governmental functions in the United States) about their educa
tional budgets. It is an important and disputed political question whether th~ 
cultural reproduction of Catholic Italian Americans should be funded, wholl) 
or partiy or not at all, with public ~~ney. If publ.ic fu~ding is provided, the~ 
it seems obvious that the body of cmzens has a tight, If not a duty, to attert 
to its own reproduction, if only so that its agents can go on collecting taxtS 

and providing the funds. The easiest way to do that is to require that certalJi 

subjects, having to do with the state and its legitimacy, be taught in [itt 
parochial (religious) schools t.hat the stat~ is paying for. In. the United ~ra[: 
indeed, state governments claim such a nght to ensure thear own ongOing 
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gitimacy, even though they don't pay for bur only license and certify the 
parochial. sch~I~: they commonly require courses on American history and 
democratiC pohncs. And isn't it a justifiable practice for democratic citizens 
exactly as it.is for strongly identified Italians or faithful Catholics, to try to re~ 
produce their values and commitments in the next generation? 

Ye~, it is justifiable, and it is also possible, most of the time, to arrange for 
the Simultaneous enactment of these different reproductive/educational activi
ties ... because each of the three communities I am now considering is pre
pared to accept the divided loyalties of its members. The United States has 
long acknowledged the pluralism of American society and the resulting hy
phenated identities of its citizens (it even permits, in practice if not in law, dual 
citizenship and the twofold allegiance that this entails). So, "Italian American" 
is fine with other Americans-as it is, also, with [talians-in-America, whose 
community is very loosely structured, ready to accommodate the participation 
of its members in American politics and in American society generally, and to 
accept, however unhappily, the consequences of this participation: namely, 
members who come and go, who move away from Italianess and then some
times, return, often with non-Italian husbands or wives in tow. In simil~r fash
ion, American Catholicism has gradually accommodated itself to the practices 
and even to the values of democratic debate and decision (despite its own hi
erarchical character}--so that faithful Catholics can also be Democrats and 
Republicans, liberals and conservatives, socialists and defenders of laissez
faire. These th~ee communities, then, have been pluralized from within, and as 
a result t.h~ dalln~ t~ey make to reproduce themselves are already qualified by 
a recognitIOn of Similar (but different) claims made on behalf of some or even 
all of their own members.3 

These different claims have to be, and can be, negotiated. Of course, it isn't 
difficult to imagine the negotiations temporarily deadlocked or suspended in 
anger-as negotiations over the funding and regulation of parochial schools 
~~e frequently been in the United States since Catholic immigrants began ar
nV.lOg in large numbers in the 1840s. But once Catholics recognize that their 
children are a lso future citizens of a democratic secular state, and once all the 
other Americans recognize that some of their fellow citizens are faithful 
Catholics, and once Italian Americans recognize that their children may 
~arry non-Iralian Americans, the hardest questions have been settled. The 
cr~ to the settlement is that these communities have effectively given up any 

ann to the total loyalty of their members. No doubt, they still hope for a 
~bstantial part of the time, energy, and available wealth of those same mem

es, but they don't demand everything. 
!his is exactly the situation that Miller describes with a different example, ar
~g that there is no conflict between an Arab ethnic identity and a French na
::al identity. 4 Th~~'s right, so .Iong as the two, so to speak, make room for each 
. r-as some nulitant Muslims and some modem-day Jacobins are not en

tirely Willing to do. So, what about "identities" that claim all the possible room? 
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Some years ago, tne sociologist Lewis Coser published. a .book called 
Greedy Institutions, in which he examined groups and orgamzatlons that did 
in fact demand everything their members could give.s Most of the groups dis
cussed in Coser's book recruited their members as adults (the Communist 
Party-as-it-once-was is an obvious example). But there are also gr~edy or fo

talizing communities into which people are born and bred. And .It s~ems to 
me that it is these groups whose "right" to cultural reproduction IS most 
problematic. I mean, problematic for a liberal and democratic state, but it is 
only in liberal, democratic states that claims are commonly made and regu_ 
larly adjudicated in the language of rights. So, this is my q.u7stion: do total· 
izing communities, like fundamentalist or ultraorthod.ox religlO.lIs groups (the 
haredim in Israel, evangelical and pentacostal se<:ts 10 the Umted States) or 
like traditionalist ethnic groups (the aboriginal tribes of Canada or New 
Zealand), have a right to reproduce themselves-that is, to do whatever they 
think necessary to pass on their way of life to their children, who are also fu· 
ture citizens of a democratic state? And should the state subsidize the exer
cise of this right? 

The right is problematic for (at least) two reasons: 

• First because these groups generally don't recognize the individual rights 
attributed to their members by the democratic state and so won't be in
clined to teach their members about such rights. Above all, they wan', 
want their members to understand the full extent of their liberal right of 
exit--the right to leave, resign, walk away, become an apost~te-which 
holds for any and all groups, including the religious community (and, In 

principle at least, the state too) . 
• Second because these groups are unlikely to teach their members the val· 

ues tha~ underlie democratic politics: the equality of citizens, the need for 
free and open debate, the right of opposition, and above all the coml11lt

· 

h d 
"

" "f ment to a "commonweal" or general good t at exten s to a cmu? 
the nation-state, including nonmembers of the parochial communlry
heretics, apostates, infidels, "foreigners," and so on.6 

Assume now that the descriptive statements I have just made are accura~ 
totalizing groups will in fact behave in these ways. That means, first, that t 
education they provide won't produce individuals who are capable of acn~ 

d d h ' , d .. s whoa.' autonomously in the world; an secon ,t at It won t pro uce cltJze~ 
be, f " " ry thaI In ready to take responsibility for the well- 109 a a po ItlC3 commum . (If: 

dudes "the others." It may well be that the reproductive project of totahZl n 
, h . , dl rflta 

groups depends upon these twO resu ts: t e project won t succee , 011 
won't prosper over time, unless new members are taught not to seek ~:art
omy and not to pursue the general good. And then, should the dem 
state support, should it allow, that success? 
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II 

~e first issue raised ~y this question is the extent of parental rights over 
children-when these tights are contested not by the children themselves but 
by other people who claim to have an interest in the future values and be
hav~o.r of the child~en. I~ t?is case it is the nation-state, or better, the body 
of citizens, that claims thiS Interest. I Suppose that the usual claim is limited: 
the ~i~ize?s have an interest that exists alongside the parental interest and 
modifies It to such and such a degree; their aim is to "add a national iden
tity to an ethnic identity," as Miller says.7 Only if the state were itself a to
lalizin~ co~munity, only if it were a totalitarian state, would it claim a su
perceding Interest or try to impose a singular identity. 

Let ~s try to imagine a group of citizens explaining their interest to skeptical 
Of hosnle parents. "You can raise your children (or try to raise them) to be what
ever you w~~t the~ to be, n they would say, "with this qualification: that if they 
are to be Citizens, If they are to participate in the public life of the wider com
munity, join in debates about domestic and foreign policy, vote in our elections, 
then th~~ must . be taught something about the history of the country, the mean
mg of clnu:nsh~p. and the values of democratic politics. As citizens, they are not 
Simply your children; ~hey are, s.o to speak, the children of the republic, which 
means that together with our children, they are going to make critical de<:isions 
about the shape of our common life, perhaps even about the survival of this po
ha~ comm~n.i~. And they have to be taught to understand and acknowledge 
their responslbJilty s~ that we can be reasonably confident that they wiu anend 
to It-because what IS at stake is of critical importance to all of us." 
~at is, I think, the minimalist position of the citizens; note that it doesn't 

~peCl.fy the extent of the educational role they are claiming. But even if the ex
:~ IS m?dest, the~ will . probably.~ave more t~ say than I have JUSt imagined 

~ylng. For I Imagined the cltlzens speakmg only about democratic citi
unship, not about personal autonomy. (Compare Miller's statement that he 
\Viii not consider the issues that education raises about "individual rights and 
~::om~, .but l~ok at the problem from the perspective of nationality."8) 

I gh citizenship and autonomy are certainly conne<:ted the argument that 
\Vaot to k' " ' ' the b· rna e IS more ea~1 y grounded In the first of these. Still, if some of 

t c ddren of the parochial group lay daim to the rights that go with au
'honod~y. a~d that are guaranteed to all citizens-the right of escape say from e ISClpf f ,.. , , 
fbi. me 0 a re IglOuS court or the patriarchal control of ethnic elders-
de s nght .(and others too) would certain ly be enforced by the officials of the 
f"l.j:~tlC state. "Among us, It the officia ls will say, "all men and women are 
!i)rc~d b fore the I~w, and this equality must be upheld by the state and en-
81"0 y the magistrates, whatever the consequences for particular parochial 

ups. Abo ", d' 'd" ' Ptnal . ve a , In IVI ua s can eave these groups Without any civil 
ty-mdeed, without COSts of any sort so far as the state is concerned." 
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III 

But this brings us immediately to the second issue that groups of this s~rr 
pose-and that is the extent to which we really are prepared to tolerate ~If. 
f L"be"l advocates of toleration sometimes assume that they are being eeeDee. I Id "bl 
as tolerant as they can possibly be, as tolerant as anyo~e C?~ pOSSI. Y Wa nt 

h be h n they ,ecognize a very wide range of mdlVlclual choice. Vir. remra ,we d '£11 
tually any imaginable life plan, short of a plan to r~b or mUf er one s e ows, 
is legitimate, and people are free to associate freely 1~ s~ppon of any plan that 
requires their cooperation. Many plans, many aSSociations: what more could 

anyone ask? d h d" " f 
In truth, however, the life plans that people form un er t ese con ItlOns 0 

individual freedom turn out to be remarkably similar to one anothe~. At lea~t, 
they are similar relative to the actual range of difference ~ev~aled m the hiS
torical and anthropological record. People who plan their bves, who make 
their lives into personal projects, who are entrepreneurs o~ t~e self, are peo
ple of one sort among many possible sorts. I know them intimately, and SO 
will most of the readers of this essay; nonetheless, they have made a. rather 
late appearance in human history; it is only in the last couple of centUries [hat 
they have come to dominate Western societies. Today, they a re us (or most of 

) d so we have to ask ourselves: Are we prepared to tolerate the others. 
:e~ aannd women who are differently connected to their own Iiv~, who ha\"e 
inherited rather than chosen their lives, for example, or whose hves arJ' c~l. 
lectively rather tha n individually determined, or who bear the yoke of Ivme 

command? h M 'Il to do 
I am inclined to worry more about this question t an I er seems ' 

For only if we are p repared to tolerate people with lives o,f tha~ kind c:~u:~ 
call ourselves tolerant of difference. And then we have to Imagme w~a f') 
people, members of a total community that isn't (in their understan?lD~ ~~ 
a voluntary association. would say ro a gro~p of liberaVdemocratic CI!l

rhey who claim an interest in their children, "But If you mean to tolerate us, 
would say, 

. . d t 'se our chil-[I)f you mean to recognize our right to live In our own wayan 0 ral heir 
dren to value and sustain that way, then you must allo~ u.s full cont~ol ove;; 
education. For our way is an integral whole, complete 10, Itself, lea~lOg no m ~ 
of personal or social life without guidance and. constral~t. It .can t be co :apS 
m" --d" "" can't be combined with a little bit of thiS and a little bit of that, Per. '0 

I .... , '11 be f d t move 111 in the course of their working lives, many of our sons WI orce 0 • 11 tht 
the larger world and adapt to irs manners and mores. But that makes ~t ~ t \\'e 

more impoMant that we control their education for as long as we can an
h 

' 'Fa< 
db " f dgters. control even more completely the education an up nngmg 0 our au t"to 

it is the daughters who bear the burdens of continuity;. they gua~d the honrl~s and 
when our sons wander; they give to our infant grandchildren the~r first w~ur chil
earliest inclinations, In any case, we can't compete (or the alleglance of 
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dren, for until we have taught them the value of our ways, the outside world is 
sure to look more exciting; its gratifications come more quickly; its responsibili_ 
ties, for all your talk of citizenship, are much easier to live with than the respon_ 
sibilities we impose-ro God, to our ancestors, to one another. We simply can't 
survive as a voluntary association of autonomous individuals, each with his or her 
own life plan. 

Groups of this sort mayor may not be interna lly democratic, but they are ob
viously hostile to the values of the democratic state whose toleration they are 
seeking. Nor is it likely that such a state, or its regime of toleration, would sur
vive if a single totalifing group became demographically dominant. Nonethe
less, there is a strong argument in favor of tolerating such groups, even in fa 
vor of p roviding some degree of state support for their cultural reproduction. 
This argument provides the grounding for (a modest version of) what is today 
called "multiculturalism," and what it holds is, first, that human beings need 
the support and nunurance of a cultural community (not necessarily of only 
one but at least of one) if they are to live decent lives; second, that cultural com
munities are highly complex entities, created over many generations, with the 
effort and devotion of many people; third, that though these communities are 
uochosen by their members, the members are, most often, deeply committed to 
them; and fourth, t hat chese communities embody values that can't be rank or
dered on a single scale (which doesn't mean that they can't be criticized). 

Most members of communities of this kind, as I have already suggested, are 
members of more than one. But some men and women-most obviously, the 
adherents of fundamentalist religious sects-hold fast to a singular member
ship and value precisely its Singularity. And though they would have no trou
ble ranking their community, and all the others, on a single scale, it seems to 
me that the rest of us should avoid doing that. At any rate, for those singular 
members, the four points about community hold, just as they hold for plural
ISt members of more liberal groups: they are indeed supported and nourished; 
they stand in a tradition and continue the efforts of their predecessors; t hey ac
cept communal responsibilities; and their way of life cannot be located in a 
single hierarchy of value_ And we have to find some way to accommodate that 
Way of life. , . at least to some significant degree, Even if the values of the dem
OCratic state take precedence over those of the parochial community for cer
t<lln purposes, they can't come first in every case. 

But it isn't easy to determine the precise extent of legitimate state purposes 
and SO of the demands that citizens can make on members. The number of 
pur.J>osts is potentially large, but disputed at every point: does the state have 
an Itlterest in the economic competence of its future citizens? in their under
:4iW~ing of modern science? in their military training? in their acceptance of 
a. u lC health measures? in equal opportunity for their boys and girls? I have 
III Sttfng indination to say yes to a ll these questions (and I suspect that Miller 

Ou d have the same inclination), but that can't be the right answer, for it 
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would tum the body of democratic citizens into something much too dose to 
a totalizing community. 

Consider the problem that I have already hinted at: political participation 
where interesting Questions arise that relate both to the gender hierarchy and 
to the everyday meaning of democracy.9 The democratic state recognizes the 
political equality of men and women, grants them the same rights to Vote, hold 
office, join in campaigns and policy debates, and so on. The different 
parochial communities cannot then deny these rights, as many of them would 
be inclined to do, to their women members. But what if the women are taught 
to defer to their fathers and husbands in such matters and either not to VOt~ 
at all or, since their numbers are useful, to vote only as they are told? I doulll: 
that democracies can tolerate that kind of inequality, though I also doubt tha, 
they can avoid it. 

But the male members of the community are commonly taught much tht 
same thing: to defer, say, to religious leaders and vote only for approved can· 
didates. So, the most immediate outcome that totalizing groups product is 
nOt disenfranchised women but bloc voting of a sort alien to a democrallc 
society-for in well-functioning and well-integrated democracies, group 
members routinely disagree, and ought to be able to disagree, about how (0 

vote. Even in such a highly polarized community as contemporary Queoo. 
for example, the Liberal party manages to challenge the Nationalists for ,IK 
support of francophone voters. There is a general truth he,re: given a pohU':i 
of argument and opposition, any claim to know the one tight way for mtm· 
bers of a community to respond to its difficulties is sure to be disputed--:-anJ 
disputed within the community itself. In the United States, similarly, If 65 

, 1.. ' 'd d mark, percent of unionized workers vote Democratlc, tnat IS consl ere a re 
able instance of class discipline; no one imagines that American worktrs 

, 'f (htU' could have a single and unanimous or even near-unanimous view a 
situation, By contrast, when 85 ~rce~t of blacks vote, I?emocr~tic, th;', ~ 
taken as a sign of their radical alienation from the political mamslrea , . 
they were more integrated, they would be more divided. But total,lz: 
groups, when they are politicallY,mobilized, are likel,y to deliver even ~!JOI 
percentages of their votes to a smgle party or candIdate (as ultraort 

communities routinely do in Is~ael)--:-~ sig~ of ev~n ,more radical alien:i~: 
The give-and-take of democratiC POhtiCS Simply Isn t part of the expe 
of these voters; it is, in f~ct, wh~lly alien to, t~em, , fello'" 

Should it be part of their experience? And If It should, what can theIr a 
, I.. ' " highly qU citizens do to make It so? Tllese qU,estlOns reqUIre, It seems to ~e, f II (I 

ified answers. Democracy should mdeed be part of the experience 0 a lot 
zens but not necessarily a large part, and not, as it were, the same ~~ . . ~~ 
everyone. And the citizens as a body can do somethlOg, but not eve1p," 'r. 
make it so, Earlier on, I imagined citizens claiming a sa~, without s~: :. 
how much of a say, in the education of the next generation. They mIg e rP" 
allow a religious community to control its own schools and shape a laf'g 
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of the curriculum-but subject to limits and controls. The state could as I 
have suggested,. require that certain courses be taught; it could send tea~hers 
intO the parochial schools to teach them; it could set examinations that stu
deotS must pass before be,ing certified as high school graduates; it could take 
~rudents out of the parochial schools for fixed periods of time, for national ser
vice, perhaps, or Simply to show them something of the world outside their 
own community',IO I ca~ readily imagine Ministry of Education officials doing 
these sort~ ,o~ thmgs With ~ heavy hand, and with perverse effects. But given 
some senSltlVlty and a readmess to negotIate the arrangements in detail it's not 
ImpOSsible to imagine the officials doing their job well or reasonably .:veil. 

But ~e programs wouJd have to be coerCive-legally mandated and compul
SOry,. Smce they challenge the totalizing claims of the religious or ethnic com
muruty, they are slife to encounter fierce opposition. Their aim is to allow or en
ooutage . the ~ommunity's ~hildren. as many of them as possible, to accept 
,»other Identity (I am spe~~mg now only of citizenship, still bracketing the ques
non of ~utonomy), Th~ ~Itlzen~ can honestly say, as Miller says, that they want 

children to add cltrz~nshlp to their religious or ethnic self-understanding, 
DOl to replace the l,at.ter With ~e former. But there is in fact a replacement here: 
,smgular an~ ~dl~l~ed (ethnic or religious) traditionalism is being replaced by 
dtt charactenstlc dlvldedness of modem life. If we advocate and then actively 
pursue that replacement, are we abandoning toleration? 

IV 

~o advocate that r~placement, and I don't want to abandon toleration (hence 
movement of thiS chapter, around and around a dilemma that I can't cut 

: way through). I believe that parents have a right to (try to) sustain a tea
.. anal and total way of life and that citizens have a right to (try to) educate 
IIht YO~,g men and w,omen ,who will soon be responsible for the well-being of 
dUf po !tIcal commumty, It IS the coexistence of the two rights that makes the 

lCulty,~whicb is to say that it's democracy that makes the difficulty, Dem-
aile Cit 1. " . I . lZenslllp IS an IOC uSlve status, and it is an official status a kind of 
IIlcal office 'h ' , 1..' . ·f· • th at carnes Wltu It Slgnl Icant responsibilities. If the members 
e total comm .ty . . ·f h· h·1 1fItn~ h um were not Citizens, I t elr c I dren were not future dt-

~r~ ta~re would be no proble~. In a mul~inational ~r .multireligious empire, 
wh,osthe members o~ ~h.e d,lfferent. nations or reltgiOns are imperial sub
f, . e only responSibIlity IS obedIence, the emperor has little reason to 

re 10 th diff . f 
J b e erent prOjects or cultural reproduction carried on in com-
H SC ools (though he may want his portrait to hang in every school build
I ~. can even allow the existenc~ of parochial courts with fair ly extended 

alongside the imperial courts-as in the Ottoman millet system. 
JnIS1.~o, common life for which his subjects need to be trained- it is pcob-

'us Int 1.., ' erest tuat no common hfe emerges, But democracy requires the 
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common life of the public square, the assembly, the political arena, an~ certain 
understandings must be shared among the citizens if what goes on m thQSc 
places is to issue in legitimate laws and policies. Citizens, as Rousseau said, 
"give the law to themseives."11 But they can't do that if different groups 
among them are bound to other, wholly encompassing laws that demand tOtal 

commitment. 
Or rather they can't do that unless these groups, like the Amish in the 

United Stat~, live entirely on the margins of the political community, claiming 
none of the benefits, exercising none of the rights, of citizenship. ~They may 
choo~." says Miller, "to withdraw from citizenship and live .... a~ mtem~1 ~x
iles within the state." 12 Marginalization is one way of dealing with totalizing 
groups; I think that it is Miller's preferred way, s~ long a~ the groups are rel
atively small. If it is successful, they won't be requtred to give the law to them
selves (a good thing, since they believe they can't do that; they have already 
been gillen the law), and what is even more important, they won't be a~lowed 
to give it to the other citizens_ They will live in a corner of the democratIC state 
as if they were living in a vast empire. . . 

But most totalizing communities, including some fundamentalist cell· 
gions, aren't in fact ... rotal. Totality may be an idea t~ey che~ish, but their 
everyday practice fa lls short. They make mor~ radical claims tba~ .the 
American groups with which I began, but they stlllieave room for po~ltl.cal 
maneuver and prudential decision making. Hence, some sort of n.egotlanon 
is possible between members and citizens, between the parochial grou.ps 
and the democratic state-and if it is possible, it is probably necessary. Stili, 
I can't see a principled resolution of the conflic~ ber:wee~ th.em .. Miller see~: 
to believe that democracy can resolve the conflict, 10 pnnclple If not a~wa} 
in practice. Imagine a country, he suggests, where all formal educatIOn IS 

secular in character. Then "the claim {which is sure to be made] that islamIC 
schools (are] essential to Muslim identity would have to be assessed on It~ 
own merits and might well be rejected in a democratic forum." To caU t~t 
rejection iII~gitimate, Miller argues, is to deny the very essence of repu~ 
can citizenship. I) Well, maybe. But how would the Muslims know wbe~at' 
their fellow citizens were deciding that Islamic schools were not, as a , 

" "I I" " I ' lf wasnt 
ter of fact essential to Mushm survlva or that Mus 1m su rvlva Itse 

, "" b d "ddd ocran 
essential? I am not sure that the first question can e eCI e em , 

h h ., ns 01 
cally; I am sure that the second question, shouldn't be. W at t e cltl~e neetS 
and must decide is what sort of e~ucatlon, w.hat course, o,f st\~dy, 15 ndard. 
sary for citizenship. If they are Wise, they Will set a mmlmahst sta f1' 

" " I "I" " I h' or tbeo . even if they hope for addltlona courses, say, m po mca Istory ~ 
But whatever they do, they are posing a problem for the menlbefS 

parochial communities, not resolving the problem. art 
From the standpoint of the two parties, citizens and members, the~ 01 

f "b"I" nooe only better and worse positions along a spectrum 0 POSSI 1 ItleS, tllC . . . for 
them likely to be stable. The twO can only CoeXist m antagonism, 
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delllocratic state demands some significant part of the attention and com
fIllunent of the group's members, especially its youngest members-and the 
groll.P feels, probably rightly, that any concessions on this point are the be
ginntng of t.he end. I mean the end of the wholly encompassing way of life, 
for alternative, more modest or more liberal, versions of the way can prob
ably be saved. 

Of course, the~e is another possibility that I have not yet considered- I 
have bee.n assummg that the totalizing groups are minorities, but that is~'t 
necessardy a correct assumption. The group may grow, as fundamentalist 
rtligious movements have grown in many pacts of the world in recent years. 
Then. we. ha~e to consider t~~ possible takeover of the state or of major 
slate tnstltutlons by the totaliZing group, which is likely to mean the end of 
democracy, Again, I mean the end of liberal democracy, for some modified 
version of ~emocratic P?litics can probably be sustained (as it is in Iran to
day). Imagme the confl~ct ~ow as a power struggle. Perfect equilibrium is 
unlikely; the ~alance Will. t ilt one way or another. So, the questions that I 
have been askmg can be given a new form: which way would we tilt the bal
ance (if we could)? 

Now it seems to me ~hat t~e~e is a pr~ncipled position: if politica l power 
IS at stake, w.e s~ould tilt deCISively agamst the totalizing groups. The rea
son (or thiS I ~ Simply that their view of "the others" is much harsher than 
lht democr~t1c state's view of group members. No doubt, the conflict can 
~uce ~ghness on both sides, but liberal democratic toleration, even if it 
1$ fma.lly IDtolera,nt of t.oralizing religions and ethnicities, is gender, less hu
DulJatlOg, less fnghtemng than the alternative is likely to be. Liberal de
mocracy has managed to include fundamentalist religions and chauvin,"s, 
111110 r' na \tIes, even if it has also modified, even transformed them in the 
Ptoces~, Fundamentalism-in-power and chauvinism-with-an:army are far 
more hkely to exclude than to bring in , and if this is in a certain sense more 
;:'Ptttful of difference (since it acknowledges the actual depth of the dif
frtnces)~ it has often been far less respectful both of human dignity and of 
t and 11mb. 

po~~~s ~~ral democratic tilt is simply a guideline for decision making in a 
tliS[ cnslS. It doesn't solve, or even address, the problem of day-to-day co
Pnnc~n~. For that there is no theoretical solution, no deduction from a set of 
Prorn:~ es, not even from Miller's nationality principle; there are only com
both d s that have to be made and remade endlessly and that are sure to leave 

emoc . . . d 
lbaxillli ranc c~t1Zens an community members unhappy. Bad compromises 
lrld tq ~.un?appmess, on one side or the other; better compromises minimize 
Iod ,hua IU It. But the citizens and the members are unhappy with each other 

ey can't h h" ' \t n escape eac at er. When we wnte about these Questions we 
PInt"iS, i::r ho!d out to eit~er on.e the ho~ of su~h an esc~~. So, maybe hap
~ry, can t be the maIO subject or pnmary aim of polltlcs---or of political 
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Del iberative Democracy 
Guarantee for Justice or Preventing Injustice? 

Avner de-Shalit 

David Miller's egalitarianism leads him to suppon deliberative democracy. His 
tgalitarianism is also reflected in his discussion of justice. In fact, Miller ties 
the rwo together, claiming that there is a very strong connection between them. 
\tore precisely, Miller seems to claim that if we have deliberative democracy 
we are likely to have justice. We shall have justice, in the very democratic sense 
of the term, because we shall be able to find out what people think of justice 
and what principles of justice they want to have. I want to argue that the con
nection is a weaker one: deliberative democracy may help to prevent arbitrary 
Inlustice, but it cannot guarantee justice. The reason for this, I shall argue, is 
that the expectation, that deliberation will bring about better informacion and 
therefore more rational decisions, is far-fetched. 1 

But first ler me say a few words about deliberative democracy. In her review 
Y On books on deli berative democracy, Emi.ly Hauptmann assens that "as 

rtcendy as twenty years ago, no one would have identified himself or herself 
u. a 'deliberative democrat."'2 Nowadays, however, it is quite COmmon co de
clue that this is what you are. Deliberative democracy remains to achieve a fi
~[ definition due to the range of definitions that abound. In this chapter, I 

an to focus on David Miller's notion of deliberative democracy, namely, thar 
a dernocratic system is "deliberative" "to the extent that the decisions it 
;eaches reflect open discussion among the participants, with people ready to 
I t~ to the views and consider the interests of others, and modify their own 
:nlons accordingly. " 3 My argument, however, relares to the work of orher 
l1 0lars as well, and my reading of Miller's defense of deliberative democracy 
( ~uenCed by argumenrs raised by Gutmann, Habermas, Dryuk, Joshua 
.f)., .... Elster, and others." 


